
Notice to Zoo Inspectors, Zoo Operators and Local Authorities.  

1. Defra is committed to ensuring best practice in the zoo inspectorate and to a clear, 

consistent inspection process.  

 

2.  It is important that zoo inspection reports provide an accurate summary of a zoo’s 

compliance with the requirements of the Zoo Licensing Act 1981 (ZLA) and the 

Secretary of State’s Standards of Modern Zoo Practice (SSSMZP), and that areas of 

non-compliance, no matter how small, are highlighted to Local Authorities.  

Zoo Inspectors and Local Authorities 

3. A zoo must be considered either compliant or not. Where a zoo is compliant with the 
SSSMZP and the ZLA then this must be marked by the zoo inspection team with a 
‘Yes’. Where there is non-compliance, however minor, this must be marked by the zoo 
inspection team on the report as a ‘No’. ‘No’ with a clear explanation of the non-
compliance is the correct method to communicate non-compliance, and is particularly 
important as supporting detail in situations when a condition or direction is 
subsequently recommended to the Local Authority. Further details of the degree of 
non-compliance can be recorded in the comments sections of the inspection report. If 
the non-compliance is minor then this can be raised by the inspector here. 
 

4. All zoo licences include standard conditions requiring compliance with section 1A of 
the ZLA, as set out in the zoo licence template at page 51 of the Zoo Licensing Act 
1981, Guide to the Act’s Provisions (the Guide)1. Section 4(2A) of the ZLA requires 
that Local Authorities shall refuse to grant a licence for a zoo if they are not satisfied 
that the conservation measures referred to in section 1A will be implemented in a 
satisfactory manner at the zoo. All licensed zoos in GB should now be meeting the 
requirements of section 1A. If they are not the Local Authority should carefully consider 
whether it is appropriate to grant a new licence or to renew a licence to a zoo which is 
not in compliant with these section 1A requirements. Where a zoo is granted a licence 
but it is not fully compliant with a section 1A requirement the Local Authority should be 
mindful that it must then immediately follow the enforcement flow chart set out at page 
48 to the Guide. 
 

5. The flow chart on page 48 of the Guide clearly sets out the enforcement obligations on 
Local Authorities in relation to enforcement of conditions included in zoo licences. 
Where a Local Authority determines that a condition attached to a zoo licence granted 
by it has not been complied with it must, after giving the licence holder an opportunity 
to be heard (section 16(1)(A) of the ZLA), make a direction under section 16A(2) of the 
ZLA2   
 

6. Issuing a direction under section 16A(2) requires, after giving the licence holder the 
opportunity to be heard, the Local Authority making a direction to set out which part of 
the licence condition has not been met, the steps the licence holder must take to 
comply, the time period in which this must be done (not exceeding two years) and 
whether the whole zoo or a section of it must be closed while the necessary steps are 
taken. 
 

7. Zoo inspectors should therefore highlight in their report where a zoo is not compliant 

                                                           
1 The Guide can be found here: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69595/z
oo-licensing-act-guide.pdf  
2 Unless it has already made a zoo closure direction, where permissible, under section 16B(5) ZLA. 



with a licence condition (either a section 1A condition or a condition specific to that 
zoo). This will enable the LA to meet its obligation under the ZLA. Where non-
compliance is minor (e.g. impacts only one enclosure or a small part of the zoo) the 
inspector is recommended to highlight in the comments section that the other areas of 
the zoo inspected were considered to meet the SSSMZP. 
 

8. A new mandatory training course for zoo inspectors will be available from January 
2019, where this process will be explained to those in attendance. We expect all 
inspectors to be completing inspections using the correct legal process from the date 
of their next inspection.  

 

Zoo operators:  

9. We do not expect there to be any implications for zoos that are already fully compliant 
with the current SSSMZP and the requirements of the ZLA. However, should your 
establishment be found to not be fully compliant on your next inspection, there is the 
potential that you may have conditions or directions recommended on the inspection 
report. There has been no change to the existing law which provides adequate time to 
comply with conditions (up to the remaining duration of the licence) and directions (up 
to two years).  

 


